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GRIP LIMITED: REBRAND

After 10 amazing years, Grip Limited wanted
to look around the corner. Known for being a
dynamic, independent agency, they wanted their
identity to appeal to an increasingly diverse list of
clients. The process? Redefine, reduce, refresh.
Creative Directors: Scott Dube, Thom Antonio
Design Team: Pia Nummi, Joel Derksen
Print Production: James Graham
Work Completed at Grip Limited.

Note: Some collateral pieces still in production.

VEGAN PEASANT CATERING: IDENTITY SET

Vegan Peasant Catering, a UK-based
startup, wanted a robust identity system
to capture both their organic ethos and the
sophistication of the catering market.
The solution: an easygoing, cursive
wordmark and seal, energetic ink stamps
of vegetables, and a flexible range of
colours used with plenty of white space.
Designer: Joel Derksen
Photographer: My Yen Trung

RGD: WILL WORK FOR … CAMPAIGN

RGD teamed up with Grip Limited to work on their
salary survey. The key goal: increase participation.
We created a campaign around the passion and
energy designers bring to their “lifestyle”, and the idea
that it isn’t all about the money. Bold typography and
graphics that referenced the benefits of our industry
ran across all pieces.
With contributions from creatives across Canada,
we created wallpapers as a reward for completing the
survey. Participation rose by about 50%.
Creative Partners: Thom Antonio, Patrick Robinson
Designers: Jill Brown, Josiah Bilagot, Joel Derksen
Print Producer: Patrick Robinson
Work Completed at Grip Limited.

Joel graduated in 2010 from OCAD University, with a
Bachelor’s in Graphic Design. He is currently based out
of Toronto, Canada.
As a multi-disciplined designer, his work extends from
branding and packaging to user interface. He has been
recently named one of CMYK Magazine’s Top 100 New
Creatives and his work has been featured in magazines,
and several design blogs including TheDieline.
He currently works as a freelancer for a variety
of Toronto agencies and his own clientele.
More of his work is available online at:
http://jderksen.com

